Background and objectives: The body mass index (BMI) is an established anthropometric index for the development of obesity-related conditions. However, little is known about the distribution of BMI within a population, especially about this distribution's temporal change. Here, we analysed changes in the distribution of height, weight and BMI over the past 140 years based on data of Swiss conscripts and tested for correlations between anthropometric data and standard blood parameters.
INTRODUCTION
Prevalences of obesity and its unfavourable health correlates, such as diabetes type II, coronary heart disease and certain types of cancer are still increasing on the global scale [1] . In Switzerland, the mean BMI of children [2, 3] and male conscripts [4, 5] increased throughout the twentieth century, although it seems to have steadied in the last few years. Nevertheless, little is known about the distribution of BMI within a population, especially about this distribution's change over time. In Swiss conscripts distributions of weight and BMI experienced an increasing right shift during the last hundred years, indicating a disproportional increase in overweight and obese young males [5] . However, the lower end of the BMI distribution is generally less well studied in affluent countries, probably because underweight is not a focus of public attention while corresponding unfavourable health correlates are rare in such countries.
Overweight and obesity are correlated to increased morbidity and mortality in later life, and also to changes of biomarkers such as plasma lipid profiles or blood glucose towards pathological levels [6] . These biomarkers are therefore relevant screening parameters for the prevention of coronary heart disease and type II diabetes. Furthermore, overweight and obesity are correlated to a chronic state of systemic inflammation, which is regarded as causally linked to the unfavourable health outcomes mentioned above [7] . There are indications that not only overweight, but also underweight, in well-nourished populations, is associated to an increased overall morbidity [8] and mortality [9, 10] . Yet, little is known about the prevalence of pathologic changes in blood markers at the lower end of BMI distribution in European affluent populations.
Several causes of the obesity epidemic have been discussed in the literature, such as an imbalance between energy input and output, sleep deprivation, gut microbiome, epigenetics, etc. [11, 12] . Besides environmental factors, genetic causes are considered to be relevant for the obesity epidemics. To date, little attention has been given to the phenomenon of relaxed natural selection in modern human civilizations due to advances in medicine and improved hygiene, leading to an increased survival and a subsequent reduction of differential reproduction of different genotypes [13] . The biological state index (I bs ) is an index of the relaxed opportunity for natural selection in a given population [14] [15] [16] . Essentially, this index measures the opportunity for an individual born into a given population to pass on genes to the next generation. It combines life table function d x (number of deaths at age x) with the age-specific fertility rate s x (average number of live births to a woman up to age x): I bs = 1 -AEd x s x . This is an improvement on what James Crow [17] called P s (proportion surviving) when constructing his index of the opportunity for natural selection. This index took account only of pre-reproductive mortality (P d = 1 À-P s ) while the I bs also includes mortality during the reproductive life span, weighted by the relative reproductive performance up to the age at death. The I bs measures the opportunity for selection through differential mortality. The additional opportunity for selection through differential fertility is not considered because heritable variance of actual fertility in humans is very low. In 1525 historical American and Polish couples of completed fertility who did not control family size (nonMalthusian), the heritable variance of fertility was less than 0.01 [18] . Birth control has been practiced for over 100 years becoming widespread in the last two generations thus further reducing fertility differentials related to genetic background of parents. Presently, lifetime reproductive success, as measured by the total number of children born to a parent [19, 20] may be differentiated in relation to phenotypes and genotypes, but it cannot capture a change of balance between mutation and selection, which would require comparison to previous generations. Genetic modelling shows a very strong accumulation of random germline mutations since mortality has been reduced in modern times [21] . The reduction of natural selection accelerates at present genetic change to a greater extent than previously thought, with a high mutation rate for somatic as well as germline cells [22, 23] . As a consequence, a substantial and rapid accumulation of mutations may have altered genes affecting energy balance and metabolism over only a few generations, contributing to the observed increase of obesity [23, 24] .
For Switzerland, the I bs was 0.993 in 2006, one of the highest in the world, therefore the probability of an average individual born into this population to fully participate in the reproduction of the next generation and to pass her/his genes to the next generation was 99.3%. At the same time, the probability of accumulation of random mutations was very high. Of course, due to Malthusian fertility, the probability to pass genes to the next generation may not be used by some individuals or may be reduced by personal choices. Such effects cannot be measured at the population level.
In this study, we follow two aims: first, we want to analyse changes in height, weight and BMI distribution of Swiss conscripts over the last 140 years as the conscripts cover >90% of the local male birth cohorts. Particularly, we want to focus on the lower end and the breadth of BMI distribution. Second, we aim to test for associations between anthropometric variables and blood parameters of volunteering conscripts from recent years. This will highlight the comparison of underweight versus overweight subgroups.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The presented data combine N = 159 504 young Swiss males aged 18-19 years who had their body height and weight measured during conscription to the Swiss armed forces in 1875-79, 1932-36, 1994 and 2010-12. For approximately 65% of conscripts examined in 2010-12, information on results of standard blood analysis was available. The anthropometric and metabolic data reanalysed here have been previously published and described in detail elsewhere [4, 5, 25, 26] . Also, the process of Swiss conscription and voluntary blood sampling during medical examination has been largely described in these publications. In brief, conscription in Switzerland is compulsory for all Swiss male citizens at the age of 19 years. Earlier or later conscription is possible upon request. Conscription process lasts for 2-3 days and is carried out in one of six centres distributed across Switzerland. In the course of medical examination height and weight measurements are taken of all conscripts, regardless of later assessed fitness for service. Anthropometric measurements are taken using stadiometers and scales (both SECAß), in underwear and without shoes. All examinations are carried out in identical manner in all six centres by trained medical staff following uniform protocols, which remained unchanged over time, and using calibrated instruments. Anthropometric data have been shown to have high coverage and include almost full male birth cohorts for historic data [5, 27] and still over 90% of a given male birth cohort in modern times [4, 26, 28] . The medical causes of absences of the remaining up to 10% conscripts include the entire range of severe diseases and severe physical and psychiatric disabilities.
Since 2004, a voluntary blood exam is offered to the conscripts, including blood cell counts, liver enzymes, haemoglobin, glucose, C-reactive protein (CRP), lipid profile, ferritin, uric acid, and creatinine. Blood samples are taken by medical personnel at conscription centres and transferred to a central laboratory in Allschwil (Viollier AG) to be tested by state-of-the-art equipment and assays, usually within 12 h, by laboratory personnel. Approximately 65% of the conscripts consent to participate in the blood test. In an earlier publication on a similar data set [25] , participants and non-participants have been shown to be comparable in age composition and socio-economic background. However, there are differences in a low single-digit percentage range in terms of prevalence of overweight/obesity, physical fitness performance and place of residence.
Approximately 80% of Swiss conscripts have to undergo a physical fitness exam (Test Fitness Rekrutierung, TFR), which assesses strength and endurance through five athletic disciplines (speed, strength of upper and lower extremities, global trunk strength, coordination and endurance) [29] [30] [31] . Performance is evaluated for each athletic discipline using a point scale (0-25 points per discipline, 125 points maximum in total). For this study, the total of achieved points, indicating overall performance, was available.
For the present study, we only included conscripts appearing for the first, regular assessment in the recruitment centres, and we excluded conscripts older than 22 years and appearing for conscription with severe delay (<2% of the original data). The data set was checked for implausible height, weight, physical fitness exam results and blood parameter values, but none were found. We calculated BMI ( [4, 25, 26] .
To compare the changes in distribution of height, weight and BMI over the four periods relevant descriptive statistics for continuous and categorized data, and kernel density plots and box plots were produced. To visually assess changes of BMI distribution width over time, for each value the absolute difference (positive or negative) from the median for all time periods was calculated. Absolute differences from the median were log-transformed due to right-skewed distribution for modern data. Correlations between all metabolic and other variables at hand for the 2010-12 data were calculated as Pearson correlation coefficients and Spearman's rho (as a rank-based measure of association) and displayed as alphabetically ordered correlation heatmap matrices in the Supplementary Appendix using the 'corrplot' R package [32] . Associations between BMI and metabolic parameters were furthermore explored using a linear regression model with metabolic parameters as a dependent variable and categorized BMI as an independent variable (20. (Table 2 ). These results are confirmed when considering the WHO-subcategories for underweight and obesity. The distributions of the differences from median weight and BMI for each of the time periods and the underlying log-transformed distributions of the differences from median weight and BMI of 2010-12 are shown in Fig. 1 . The earlier time periods show that the BMI distribution became broader towards both ends (Fig. 2 ). This indicates a greater deviation from the median both up and down in more recent times.
The overall associations between anthropometric values, sport test and blood analysis parameters in 2010-12 are highlighted in heatmap matrices in Supplementary Appendix Fig. S2 (Pearson's correlation coefficients) and Fig. 3 (Spearman's rho) . The linear regressions showed that overweight and obesity were associated with significantly elevated levels of CRP, TCL, thrombocytes, leukocytes, neutrophils, lymphocytes, monocytes, eosinophils, basophils, erythrocytes, ferritin, haemoglobin, fasting glucose and ALT (Supplementary Appendix Fig. S4 ). The share of overall variation in the blood parameters explained by BMI (as indicated by adjusted R 2 from the linear regressions) ranged from <1% in the case of thrombocytes, eosinophils, and basophils to >5% in the case of TCL, ferritin, ALT and sports test. YoC, year of conscription.
The same pattern is also reflected in the fraction of conscripts with metabolic parameters above the standard thresholds (Supplementary Appendix Tables S1 and S2 ). Values steadily and significantly increased already for conscripts with BMI 22.5-24.9 kg/m 2 , and continued to do so even more explicitly among overweight and obese conscripts. Physical fitness exam performance significantly decreased among overweight and obese conscripts. Creatinine serum levels, did, however, not change in conscripts with BMI 25.0-34.9 kg/m 2 compared to those with BMI 20.0-24.9 kg/m 2 .
At the lower end of BMI subgroup distributions, inflammationrelated indicators such as CRP, the number of white blood cells, neutrophils and basophils were significantly increased in very low body mass individuals (BMI < 18.5 kg/m 2 ). These changes were similar to those in overweight individuals, resulting in U-shaped distributions (Fig. 3) . Creatinine values were significantly decreased in underweight conscripts similar to overweight individuals. Furthermore, underweight as well as overweight conscripts presented weaker performance in the physical fitness exam than normal weight individuals. Repeating the regression analyses for conscripts with physical fitness exam passing scores only (thus excluding conscripts with results <35 points, who potentially had a health condition), the results did not change (numbers not shown here).
To estimate the magnitude of associations found we analysed the prevalence of conscripts with blood parameters above the standard clinical thresholds for obese (BMI>=30.0 kg/m 
DISCUSSION
In this study elevated levels of evaluated metabolic and inflammatory blood parameters were mostly found among overweight and obese conscripts. However, the rate of elevated levels of these blood parameters, inflammatory parameters in particular, progressed toward the lower end of BMI distribution as well, thus resulting in a U-shaped distribution. These findings may point toward physiological abnormalities in some individuals with a body mass substantially deviating from the most common range of values in either direction. Physiological shortcomings of many individuals with abnormally low and abnormally high body mass could also explain their weaker performance in the physical fitness exam. A sub-analysis excluding individuals with insufficient physical fitness, and therefore potentially diseased individuals, supports this assumption. However, in the present study we cannot rule out pre-existing diseases in the analysed conscripts, and we could not control for potentially confounding factors such as smoking [34] . As participation rate for the blood test was 65% it is also relevant to assess the representativeness of the tested sample. As mentioned in the Methods section, overall the tested and nontested samples were similar in terms of age and socio-economic status. However, non-participants were slightly less overweight, more obese and had slightly lower sports test results than the participants. This could indicate that less healthy conscripts participated less in the blood test, rendering the tested sample slightly healthier than the average. An alternative explanation could be that there were more underweight conscripts among the tested sample, lowering the mean BMI of this group. However, the greatest differences between participants and non-participants were found in their regional affiliations: Non-participants were more likely to be residents of western and northern Switzerland and less likely to be from eastern Switzerland, whereas the percentages of participants from the other regions were comparable to those of non-participants. These differences might be explained by a culturally influenced willingness to participate in blood testing rather than health reasons.
Among underweight conscripts, 83.7-99.6% had normal levels for all analysed parameters. In a population-based study in China 16.4% of underweight individuals were metabolically abnormal [8] , which is in accordance with our results. Among obese Swiss conscripts 70-99% had normal blood parameter levels, indicating a large fraction of so-called metabolically healthy obese young men. The term 'healthy obese' is disputed in the literature, and some authors suspect that the absence of pathologic indicators Table 2 . could just indicate a stage before the onset of disease [35] . This is of special relevance in a representative population sample of very young individuals such as conscripts. Additionally, we found a relatively low share of total variation in the blood parameters explained by BMI (adjusted R 2 <3% in 12 out of 16 variables).
Previous publications on TCL or ALT among Swiss conscripts from earlier recruitment years have yielded similar R 2 values [25, 36, 37] . This low share of variation explained by BMI can have several reasons: (i) considerably large random measurement errors in some blood parameters (ca. 30-40% errors for cholesterol or glucose as shown by Whitlock et al. [38] ).
(ii) Short-term individual variation in some of the parameters, which cannot be controlled for with our cross-sectional study design. (iii) Nonsymmetrical distributions. (iv) Large sample size with the majority of the conscripts in the normal weight area, while the focus of this study rather was on both ends of the BMI distribution.
(v) Other independent variables not available in our data set explaining additional variation in blood parameters, e.g. altitude of the place of residence for haemoglobin. An association between physical fitness, low abdominal adiposity and low inflammation state was described independently of BMI in a large population sample, stressing the relevance of physical activity [39] . An additional effect potentially explaining parts of the observed pattern could be a difference in genetic disease predisposition between diseased and metabolically healthy obese individuals. This study shows that the width of the distribution and thus variation of BMI in Swiss conscripts increased substantially in the recent few decades, not only toward the higher end, but also toward the lower end. Budnik and Henneberg [24] have found an increase in both overweight and underweight people among Polish conscripts while there was no increase in caloric consumption in Poland during the studied period. Apart from strong environmental and social changes in the last decades, it seems that recent changes in the human gene pool may be contributing to the increasing prevalence of obesity observed worldwide [40] . The decrease in premature mortality during the same time period has led to a relaxation of natural selection, which in turn might have led to an accumulation of harmful mutations [16, [41] [42] [43] . In addition the relaxation of natural selection seems to accelerate genetic change to a greater extent than previously thought [22, 44] . Although many de novo polymorphisms may be neutral or nearly neutral, their most probable effect is detrimental [45] . Natural selection normally eliminates detrimental characters. Yet, especially in the light of relaxed natural selection, mildly detrimental mutations stand a lesser chance of elimination.
One hypothesis on the evolution of human fatness is based on relaxed natural selection. This is the so-called predation release hypothesis [46] . According to this hypothesis, technical and social evolution allowed hominins around 1.8-2 million years ago to defend themselves effectively against large predators. From this time onward, overweight would not be detrimental to predator escape and therefore not selected against any longer. Furthermore, genetic variants restricting body fatness would not be positively selected either, and fatness would increase due to random mutations and genetic drift [46] . The genetic mechanisms described in this article do not contradict the predation release hypothesis, but rather propose an explanation for the additional increase in overweight and obesity over the last centuries.
It can even be hypothesized that mutations causing metabolic deficiencies stimulating the build-up of fat in the human body will further accumulate in the future. More than 600 genes associated to adiposity were identified so far [47] , and it is likely that this list will be extended. However, since mutations occur randomly, they should accordingly as often contribute to increased adiposity as to decreased body mass. It is therefore possible that some genetically based metabolic deficiencies accumulating in the human gene pool decrease adiposity, as much as others are increasing it. However, while a human being's body mass may almost indefinitely increase, the minimum mass of body tissue required to maintain life is obviously limited. This unequal chance of manifestation might be part of the explanation of the today's known right-skewness of body mass distribution. While the BMI distribution has widened toward both extremes, most individuals whose BMI lies below the median have a BMI of over 18.5 kg/m 2 . Therefore, it is not the number of underweight people that has increased over time, but rather distribution breadth. While the absolute BMI median significantly shifted to the right, the expanded left distribution mostly includes individuals with a BMI between 18.5 and 25 kg/m 2 . As undernutrition does virtually no longer exist at a population level in Switzerland, a measurable increase in individuals with BMI below 18.5 kg/m 2 is not expected. On the other hand, modern social tendencies to favour slim and trained body images could contribute to an increase of the fraction of individuals with BMI in the lower normal range. Similarly, energy imbalance has truly led to increased average body mass and an increasing prevalence of obese individuals, obscuring the relative increase in the number of people with very low body mass. Moreover, there is an understudied phenomenon called constitutional thinness, which describes individuals with a BMI below 18.5 kg/m 2 , but which are otherwise healthy. In particular, they do not show the signs of anorexia nervosa like fear of gaining weight, amenorrhea in women, hormonal imbalances, etc. The prevalence of this condition in Western societies is unknown [48] . At the moment, there is no evidence for a genetic basis of constitutional thinness, but if such a genetic basis exists, this fraction of the population might contribute to the maintenance of very lean people in the population. To test the importance of genetic factors in the revealed trends, further studies of obesity and anti-obesity-related genes as well as epigenetic data and environmental influences should be performed [40, 47, 49] . Further determinants of the large increase in the prevalence of overweight individuals and the smaller increase of people at the lower end of BMI distribution are cultural and environmental factors. To date it is unclear to what extent evolutionary, genetic and environmental factors each contribute to the discussed changes in BMI distributions, so that at the moment all potential explanations have to be considered as equally probable. Foods spreading in modern societies like soy [50] or fructose, and the relevance of physical activity [51, 52] , are discussed to contribute to the obesity epidemic beyond caloric intake. Besides energy intake and expenditure, an increasing number of demographic and environmental factors potentially contributing to the modern obesity epidemic are discussed in the literature. Among these factors are infections, increasing maternal age, greater fertility among people with higher adiposity, assortative mating, deprivation of sleep, endocrine disruptors, pharmaceutical iatrogenesis, reduction in variability of ambient temperatures, and intrauterine and intergenerational effects [53] .
Other important determinants which are indirectly dependent on environmental influences are epigenetic factors and intestinal microbiome composition. Epigenetic changes causing alterations in gene expression can be inherited or acquired during early lifetime (in utero and in infancy) or transformed later by surrounding conditions like diet, stress etc. [54, 55] . The microbiome plays a significant role in nutrient metabolism and spending of energy obtained from food; it can be strongly affected by the individual's lifestyle, especially by diet and medications [56] [57] [58] .
To explain increasing numbers of underweight people, cultural trends towards low BMIs and pathological conditions like anorexia nervosa are discussed, not only in young women, but also in young men in affluent countries [59] . Non-genetic factors other than social desire for a slim body might additionally contribute to a low BMI. One well-known factor is smoking, but other factors were described as well, especially in the elderly general population, such as depression, dementia, poor oral intake, immobility, chewing and swallowing disorders, as well as dysphagia [60] . Interestingly, some of these factors might also be associated with chronic systemic inflammation.
On the other hand, the increase in BMI variation might reflect phenotypic plasticity as a result of adaptation to changing living conditions. If this is the case, deviation from the existing norm toward both ends might depend on a combination of specific genotypes, types of metabolism, environmental factors and gene-environmental interactions. One example of such a geneenvironment interaction is the interaction between the obesity variants of FTO and physical activity [61] . In an ancestral environment requiring a high level of physical activity, a mutation variant increasing the risk of obesity may have been adaptive in times of low food supply. Nowadays, with a decrease in physical activity, the same variant will, therefore, lead to a lower risk for obesity. People carrying the ancestral variant, however, will still tend to have a higher BMI, but they could reduce their obesity risk through additional physical activity [61] . Future studies on BMI distribution should therefore include environmental, genetic and epigenetic data as well as their interactions to disentangle different causative factors and potential biases.
CONCLUSION
Since the decrease of body mass is physiologically limited by the body's requirements to sustain life, more abnormalities toward an increased body mass can be observed, producing a right-skewed BMI distribution. Cultural and environmental influences intensify this effect. With a relaxed opportunity for natural selection, an increasing number of individuals within the same environment might produce a body mass that either is too low or too high due to sub-optimal physiological regulation of the energy balance and nutrient metabolism. Our finding of increased inflammation parameters in underweight individuals at a level comparable to overweight individuals needs further exploration to assess clinical relevance. Epidemiological studies should therefore also consider the lower end of BMI distribution in order to monitor the development not only of overweight, but also of underweight. 
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